Pacific herring spawn events influence nearshore subtidal and intertidal species
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ABSTRACT: As intermediaries between the bottom and top of food webs, forage fish fuel a diversity of coastal consumers and are of socioecological importance throughout the world’s oceans. Many forage fish are migratory, but despite their recognized importance, relatively little is known about their role in providing spatial subsidies, which are the movements of energy, material, and organisms across ecosystems. Until recently, spatial subsidies associated with Pacific herring Clupea pallasii, a dominant migratory forage fish that spawns in subtidal and intertidal zones, received little scrutiny. Building on research that traced links between herring spawns and coastal ecosystems, we used stable isotopes of carbon (δ¹³C) and nitrogen (δ¹⁵N) to assess whether herring spawning events influenced isotopic signatures of 10 macrophyte and invertebrate species across beaches where spawning did or did not occur. Overall, species collected from spawning beaches had significantly greater δ¹⁵N levels (general linear mixed model parameter estimate = 1.58 ± 0.17 SE, F₁,370 = 83.77, p < 0.001); no significant effects were detected for δ¹³C (parameter estimate = 0.03 ± 0.23 SE, F₁,343 = 0.01, p = 0.914). In terms of total nitrogen, macrophytes from spawning beaches had significantly elevated concentrations (parameter estimate = 5.03 ± 0.94 SE, F₁,180 = 28.71, p < 0.001). Using directional statistics, mean angles of isotopic change differed significantly between species collected from spawning and non-spawning beaches (Watson-Williams F-test; F₁,48 = 10.44, p = 0.002). Our study identifies multiple species as recipients of herring-derived nutrients at spawning events, providing additional evidence of the broad ecological influence of Pacific herring.
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INTRODUCTION

Acting as the main intermediary between plankton near the base of the food web and a diversity of upper trophic level predators, forage fish fuel many marine ecosystems (Pikitch et al. 2012, 2014). They also represent the largest component of vertebrate biomass in marine ecosystems by weight and number (Pikitch et al. 2012), and account for roughly a third of wild fish catches worldwide (Smith et al. 2011, Pikitch et al. 2012). Due to the effects of commercial harvesting and other drivers (e.g. disease, predation pressure, climate change), many forage fish have suffered depletions, with adverse impacts to a diversity of upper trophic level taxa (e.g. seabirds, Jahnke et al. 2004, Cury et al. 2011; marine mammals, Smith et al. 2011). However, many of the ecological consequences of forage fish depletions remain implied or unknown, largely due to a lack of information regarding forage fish relationships with other ecosystem components.

The substantial mobile biomass of migratory forage fish suggests that these fishes contribute to spatial...
subsidies, which are the bi-directional flows of energy, material, and organisms across ecosystems (Polis et al. 1997). Despite several decades of sustained scientific research on spatial subsidies, studies of forage fish-derived spatial subsidies are relatively few in number. Although limited, evidence of the likely under-recognized role of forage fish in driving influential spatial subsidies is convincing; among the most prominent examples are the migratory movements of Norwegian spring-spawning Atlantic herring *Clupea harengus*, which is currently the largest known single-population biological flux of energy on the planet (Varpe et al. 2005). Western Baltic spring-spawning *C. harengus*, whose feeding grounds are in the North Sea, provide a spatial subsidy of lipids to a resident population of Atlantic cod *Gadus morhua* at the entrance to the Baltic Sea (van Deurs et al. 2016). Similar to Atlantic herring, Barents Sea capelin *Mallotus villosus* also transport substantial biomass and energy from offshore to coastal ecosystems (Rottingen 1990), and anadromous forage fish transport biomass and energy from marine ecosystems into freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems (e.g. *Alosa* spp., Garman & Macko 1998, Dalton et al. 2009, Walters et al. 2009).

Although driven by abiotic and biotic processes, spatial subsidies associated with certain animal migrants have received considerable attention, including the migration of anadromous salmon (*Oncorhynchus* spp.) into freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems along the Pacific coast of North America. For receiving ecosystems, the ecological consequences of salmon-derived energy and nutrients include shifts in productivity, biodiversity, and trophic interactions (e.g. Mathewson et al. 2003, Darimont et al. 2008, Hocking & Reynolds 2011, Reimchen & Fox 2013). The subsidy is also tropically broad, and multiple pathways into freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems have been identified (Cederholm et al. 1999, Reimchen in press), ranging from primary producers (Reimchen et al. 2003, Janetski et al. 2009), invertebrates (Reimchen et al. 2003, Verspoor et al. 2011), small mammals (Ben-David et al. 1997), and songbirds (Christie & Reimchen 2008), to upper trophic level predators and scavengers, including bears (*Ursus* spp., Reimchen 2000), grey wolves *Canis lupus* (Darimont et al. 2003), and bald eagles *Haliaeetus leucocephalus* (Restani et al. 2000). Despite the scientific attention given to spatial subsidies driven by salmon, these processes are embedded within ecosystems characterized by a diversity of other spatial subsidies, including those driven by migratory forage fish; knowledge of salmon spatial subsidies can be used to inform exploration of lesser-known interactions involving forage fish and other migrants.

Pacific salmon and forage fish are inextricably directly and indirectly connected via complex food webs and overlapping habitats. Of the diversity of migratory forage fish in coastal Pacific waters, Pacific herring *C. pallasii* play a pivotal ecological role as a cornerstone (Willson et al. 1998) and foundation species (sensu Soulé et al. 2003) in the marine ecosystems where they occur, which range from the coastal waters of California (USA), north through the Bering Sea, and south to China. Herring are also of profound social, cultural, and economic importance; as key examples, herring are a cultural keystone species to coastal Indigenous peoples (e.g. Thornton & Kitka 2015, Moss 2016) and have been the target of substantial commercial fisheries (e.g. Taylor 1964, Hay et al. 2001), with particularly heavy exploitation throughout much of the 19th century. However, recent (e.g. Schweigert et al. 2010), historical (e.g. Hay et al. 2001), and deep time (e.g. McKechnie et al. 2014) herring declines and/or potential range contractions have been documented. Despite the importance of Pacific herring, the ecological consequences of these declines remain poorly understood. Further, as a migratory fish with seasonal movements that result in the transportation of energy and biomass from offshore waters (summer foraging grounds near the continental shelf break) to the coastal zone (nearshore wintering and spawning grounds), the ecosystem consequences of Pacific herring are similarly not well understood from scientific perspectives.

Gathering in often immense concentrations, iteroparous Pacific herring spawn in nearshore subtidal and intertidal zones. During spawning, male Pacific herring broadcast milt in the nearshore and females lay adhesive eggs on a variety of nearshore and intertidal substrates, particularly macrophytes (e.g. giant kelp *Macrocystis pyrifera*, seagrasses [*Zostera* spp. and *Phyllospadix* spp.]), but also rock, woody debris, and other substrates (e.g. Haegle et al. 1981). Depending on environmental conditions and other factors, milt is often rapidly advected away from the initial release site. Eggs, which hatch within 2 to 3 wk (Alderice & Velsen 1971, Bishop & Green 2001), often experience substantial losses due to predation, anoxia, wave action, transportation away from the spawning site, and other mechanisms (Haegle & Schweigert 1985, Shelton et al. 2014, Keeling et al. 2017). Following the hatch period, dead, rotting eggs and egg casings may persist in and near spawning sites for several weeks (Fox 2013). In certain areas, windrows of dead eggs and egg casings generated
by wave and tidal action persist in intertidal, supratidal (C.H. Fox pers. obs.), and likely nearshore subtidal zones. As such, there are somewhat prolonged opportunities for large quantities of herring-derived nutrients to enter nearshore, intertidal, and terrestrial food webs, with the possibility of uptake by macrophytes and other primary producers (e.g. phytoplankton), in addition to consumption of herring eggs by a diversity of coastal consumers.

Pacific herring spawning events attract significant aggregations of coastal predators and scavengers, including a diversity of marine and terrestrial vertebrates (Willson & Womble 2006, Fox 2013, Fox et al. 2015). Invertebrate taxa in nearshore marine and intertidal zones have also been linked to herring spawns (e.g. Purcell 1989, Fox et al. 2014). As part of a broader study of interactions between Pacific herring spawning events and nearshore marine, intertidal, and terrestrial ecosystems, intertidal/supertidal amphipods (Traskorchestia spp.) were identified as likely candidates for interaction, largely due to their co-occurrence with herring eggs in intertidal wrack lines and their detrivorous nature. In the post-spawn period, amphipods had significantly altered isotopic signatures of nitrogen ($\delta^{15}N$) and carbon ($\delta^{13}C$), and elevated concentrations of docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), in comparison with amphipods at spawn-free locations (Fox et al. 2014). These differences were attributed to herring, particularly their eggs (Fox et al. 2014).

Using this dual evidence of a herring subsidy to Traskorchestia spp. amphipods, which are a dominant invertebrate in many high intertidal and supratidal zones in the region, we expanded our study to include macrophyte and invertebrate species across multiple trophic levels in nearshore subtidal and intertidal zones, with a focus on $\delta^{13}C$ and $\delta^{15}N$. Across herring spawn and spawn-free beaches in Quatsino Sound, on Canada’s Pacific coast, stable isotope samples from 10 species of primary producers (macrophyte algae and seagrass), and grazer, detritivore, and carnivore invertebrates that inhabit nearshore subtidal and intertidal zones were collected before and after herring spawning events. To test whether herring spawns influence nearshore and intertidal communities, we used $\delta^{15}N$ and $\delta^{13}C$ in macrophyte and invertebrate tissues as indicators. Patterns of total nitrogen in macrophyte species, in periods before and after herring spawning, were also evaluated. Lastly, we used directional (circular) statistics to test whether invertebrates and macrophytes on spawning beaches differed isotopically from those collected from beaches without spawning, using $\delta^{15}N$ and $\delta^{13}C$ to quantify directional change.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Quatsino Sound, located off northwestern Vancouver Island, British Columbia (BC), Canada, was chosen as a study area due to the presence of somewhat undisturbed coastal ecosystems and a reliable but relatively small (i.e. ~1000 t adult spawning biomass; Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2012) annual Pacific herring spawn that occurs in nearshore and intertidal zones. Although herring spawn regularly in the Forward Inlet area of Quatsino Sound each year, their use of individual beaches is somewhat unpredictable; we therefore collected stable isotope samples from organisms at multiple beaches before the spawn and at select beaches following the spawn to allow for within and between beach comparisons of $\delta^{15}N$ and $\delta^{13}C$ signatures, including spawn-free control beaches.

Pacific herring spawning began at study sites in the Forward Inlet of Quatsino Sound on 22 March 2011 and 1 April 2012. During repeat visits to the study beaches throughout March and April (2011–2012), the occurrence of spawning was verified by the presence of milt (sperm), spawning adult herring, and/or herring eggs attached or loose on nearshore and intertidal substrates (e.g. on blades of giant kelp *Macrocystis pyrifera*, loose eggs in wrack lines). Over the 2 yr study period, 5 beaches were sampled before and following the herring spawn (Fig. 1). In 2011, our study sites consisted of 100 m wide sections at each of 3 spawning and 2 control beaches. In 2012, the pattern of herring spawning shifted, and study sites comprised 1 spawning and 1 control beach (same 2 beaches as in 2011). All but 1 beach were exposed to open-ocean swell with large *M. pyrifera* forests in the nearshore. Descriptions of beach substrates, *in situ* productivity, and wrack loading are provided in more detail by Fox et al. (2014).

**Stable isotope sampling**

Stable isotope samples were collected from 5 macrophyte, 5 invertebrate, and 1 vertebrate species (herring eggs) from the nearshore subtidal through to the high intertidal zone. Depending on the species, samples collected before and after the herring spawn were from the same restricted ~1 m tidal height width which represented the highest densities of those spe-
cies within a given beach site. Although not all species were available at all beaches, species were only included in the study when samples could be collected before and after the spawn event at both a control beach and a beach where spawning occurred in the same year. Stable isotope samples were collected before and after the Pacific herring spawn in 2011 (7, 8, 13, 16, 17, 20 March and 11−13, 15, 16 April) and 2012 (10, 12 March and 22, 24 April), with the exception of the eggs of Pacific herring, which were collected from 2 beaches in 2011 (29 March) and 2012 (7 April). All samples, including herring eggs, were collected by hand; the majority were collected from intertidal zones, but some species were collected by wading into shallow subtidal zones or from a boat (i.e. emergent blades of *M. pyrifera*).

Sampling dates post-spawn were largely determined by weather restrictions and the intent to sample in the days following the main egg hatching period (2 to 3 wk post spawn). With regard to macrophyte and invertebrate tissue incorporation of isotopes, whether herring-derived or otherwise, 2 processes are involved: growth (new biomass) and catabolic tissue replacement (Fry & Arnold 1982). For macrophytes, newer tissues were sampled in the periods before and after the spawn in order to capture recent nutrient sources. New tissues were readily identified for macrophyte species based on growth patterns (e.g. tissues near the meristem of *M. pyrifera* blades) and often, the lack of epiphytic growth on newer tissues (e.g. older blades of *M. pyrifera* are often heavily fouled). For sampled invertebrates, new biomass and catabolic tissue replacement influence isotopic incorporation, with growth anticipated to dominate in small, rapidly growing animals and catabolic turnover in slower-growing animals (Vander Zanden et al. 2015). Although rates of invertebrate isotopic turnover vary (Vander Zanden et al. 2015), estimates of 3 invertebrate species’ half-lives (time for 50% isotopic dilution) ranged from 4 to 19 d (Fry & Arnold 1982), which falls near the range of our sampling intervals. Further, an earlier study (Fox et al. 2014) demonstrated the utility of sampling amphipods (*Traskorchestia* spp.) following the main egg hatch period for the purposes of detecting herring-derived stable isotopes.

Tissues from live, intact attached macrophytes growing in the nearshore and intertidal were collected, with 3 blades from 3 adjacent plants constituting 1 sample (n = 5 samples from each beach in each sampling period). Five macrophyte species were collected: the seagrass *Phyllospadix serrulatus*, giant kelp *M. pyrifera*, rockweed (*Fucus* spp.), red fir (*Callithamnion* spp.), and sea lettuce *Ulva lactuca*. Five invertebrate species were collected: 2 whelk snails (*Nucella lamellosa* and *N. ostrina*), rock limpet *Tectura persona*, and 2 beach amphipods (*Traskorchestia georgiana* and *T. traskiana*). The 2 amphipod species were combined for stable isotope analysis as they are not readily distinguishable without preservation and microscopy. For all invertebrate species, depending on organism size, single to multiple individuals were pooled per sample (n = 5 samples beach$^{-1}$ in each sampling period, except *T. georgiana* and *T. traskiana*, n = 10 beach$^{-1}$, due to an associated study; Fox et al. 2014).

After collection, all samples were kept cool during 1−2 h of transport before processing. Macrophyte samples were scraped with a razor blade (if blade-like) or combed with tweezers (if foliose) to remove epiphytes. All macrophyte and invertebrate samples were subsequently rinsed with distilled water and frozen at −20°C until further processing in the lab. Shelled invertebrates were also processed identical
to other samples, but were later de-shelled in the lab using forceps.

Samples were dried for 48 h at 60°C and subsequently ground into a fine powder using a Wig-L-Bug amalgamator. Subsamples (1 to 3 mg, depending on N and C content) were packaged in tin capsules and analyzed for elemental and isotopic composition of nitrogen and carbon at the University of California Davis Stable Isotope Facility using a PDZ Europa ANCA-GSL elemental analyzer interfaced to a PDZ Europa 20-20 isotope ratio mass spectrophotometer (Sercon). Natural abundances of $^{15}$N ($\delta^{15}$N) and $^{13}$C ($\delta^{13}$C) are expressed as deviation from standards (atmospheric N$_2$ and Pee Dee Belemnite) in parts per thousand (‰) calculated by $(R_{\text{sample}}/R_{\text{standard}} - 1)$, where $R$ is the heavy-light isotopic ratio. Analytical error from replicated standards measured 0.1 SD (‰) for carbon and 0.2 SD (‰) for nitrogen. Post hoc lipid corrections were applied to $\delta^{13}$C animal tissue sample data (invertebrate samples and herring eggs) using C:N ratios following recommendations for aquatic organisms by Post et al. (2007).

**Statistical analysis**

General linear mixed models (GLMMs) were separately constructed. To assess the influence of herring spawn on $\delta^{15}$N and $\delta^{13}$C values of macrophyte and invertebrate species, we used $\delta^{15}$N or $\delta^{13}$C as the response variable, with spawn presence/absence and time (pre and post spawn) as fixed factors, and beach location, species, and year as random effects. Similarly, to assess whether total nitrogen differed between macrophytes at spawn and spawn-free sites, we used total nitrogen in macrophyte tissues as the response variable, with the same fixed and random factors as the stable isotope models. Continuous dependent variables approached normality and were visually assessed for heteroscedasticity. Independent variables were binary or consisted of multiple categories (i.e. location). GLMMs were performed using SPSS v23 (IBM).

To examine isotopic shifts in $\delta^{15}$N and $\delta^{13}$C combined, we used directional (circular) graphics and statistics, which involve the use of von Mises distributed angular data ($0^o$ to $360^o$; Batschelet 1981, Schmidt et al. 2007). Directional isotopic change was calculated by measuring the difference between means $\delta^{15}$N (y-axis) and $\delta^{13}$C (x-axis) before and after the spawning period; isotopic data were converted into mean angle (direction; $\theta$) and mean magnitude (length) of isotopic change for each species at each beach site and year. Plotted as arrows that represent time (before and after spawning), mean isotopic change was visually assessed for macrophyte and invertebrate species on beaches with and without spawning. A Watson-Williams F-test was used to test whether the mean angle of change for macrophyte and invertebrate species (per beach and year) differed based on whether beaches received herring spawn. We hypothesized (null) that mean angles for species collected from spawn and spawn-free beaches are the same. Directional statistics and graphics were completed in Oriana v4 (Kovach Computing Services).

**RESULTS**

In general, pronounced increases in macrophyte $\delta^{15}$N were detected at many, but not all, beaches where Pacific herring spawned, in comparison to spawn-free spatial controls or pre-spawning temporal controls (Fig. 2A−E, and see Table S1 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/supp/m595p157_supp.pdf). With exception of the seagrass *Phyllospadix serrulatus*, macrophyte $\delta^{15}$N at spawning beaches was substantially higher in the post spawn period than in controls, which tended to demonstrate moderate $\delta^{15}$N increases or remain relatively constant. For example, $\delta^{15}$N levels in *Ulva lactuca* were substantially higher on 2 beaches following the spawn ($\delta^{15}$N = 12.32‰ and 12.73‰), as opposed to those same beaches before the spawn and on control beaches ($\delta^{15}$N min = 7.09‰, $\delta^{15}$N max = 8.04‰; Table S1). Patterns of *P. serrulatus* $\delta^{15}$N differed from other macrophytes; control $\delta^{15}$N was lower in the post spawning period, whereas samples from spawning beaches demonstrated increases or slight declines (Fig. 2A). In terms of invertebrate $\delta^{15}$N, amphipods (*Traskorchestia* spp.) demonstrated elevated values at spawning beaches in the post spawning period, relative to controls (Fig. 2F). This pattern of increase, however, was less pronounced than in the macrophytes. In addition, the limpet *Tectura persona* and the 2 whelk snails *Nucella lamellosa* and *N. ostrina* demonstrated more variable patterns of $\delta^{15}$N change (Fig. 2G, H). Overall, the presence of herring spawn had a significant positive influence on $\delta^{15}$N signatures of macrophytes and invertebrates (GLMM; parameter estimate = 1.58 ± 0.17 SE, $F_{1,379} = 83.77, p < 0.001$), but time (pre and post spawn) did not (GLMM; parameter estimate = 0.02 ± 0.13, $F_{1,506} = 0.02, p = 0.883$; Table S2). Mean herring egg $\delta^{15}$N was higher than all sampled invertebrates and macrophytes (14.63 ± 0.06‰).
Fig. 2. Mean ± SE δ¹⁵N (‰) and δ¹³C (‰) isotopic values for (A) Phyllospadix serrulatus, (B) Macrocystis pyrifera, (C) Fucus spp., (D) Callithamnion spp., (E) Ulva lactuca, (F) Traskorchestia spp., (G) Tectura persona, and (H) Nucella lamellosa (diamonds) and N. ostrina (squares) at study sites (beaches) in Quatsino Sound, British Columbia, in periods before and after Pacific herring Clupea pallasii spawning events. Control samples collected from non-spawning beaches (grey) are differentiated from samples collected from spawning beaches (black). Dashed line arrows indicate the directionality between samples collected from beaches before and after spawning. Not displayed above, Pacific herring egg isotopic values lie at mean −18.33 ± 0.03‰ SE (δ¹³C) and 14.63 ± 0.06‰ (δ¹⁵N). Images from the IAN Image Library (ian.umces.edu)
In terms of macrophyte δ¹³C, the general trend across all beaches was of increasing δ¹³C with time (pre and post spawn); invertebrate δ¹³C was more variable (Fig. 2A–H). Overall, time had a significant positive influence on macrophyte and invertebrate δ¹³C (GLMM; parameter estimate = 1.25 ± 0.17 SE, $F_{1,492} = 52.92, p < 0.001$). The presence of herring spawn did not significantly influence macrophyte and invertebrate δ¹³C (GLMM; parameter estimate = 0.03 ± 0.23, $F_{1,343} = 0.01, p = 0.914$; Table S2). Mean herring egg δ¹³C values fell within the ranges of most invertebrates and macrophytes, with the exception of *M. pyrifera*, *Traskorchestia* spp., *N. ostrina*, and *N. lamellosa*, which were less depleted than herring eggs (∼18.35 ± 0.03‰).

Although variable on a location and species-specific basis (Fig. 3), total nitrogen (µg N mg⁻¹ tissue) in macrophyte tissues significantly differed over time, with lower concentrations in the post spawning period (GLMM; parameter estimate = −2.12 ± 0.71 SE, $F_{1,265} = 8.86, p = 0.003$). However, for macrophytes sampled from beaches with herring spawn, significantly higher total nitrogen was detected (GLMM; parameter estimate = 5.03 ± 0.94 SE, $F_{1,180} = 28.71, p < 0.001$; Fig. 3).

Directional information (angle and length) calculated from macrophyte and invertebrate δ¹⁵N and δ¹³C.
δ¹³C values before and after spawning was also examined. At spawn-free beaches, mean macrophyte species isotopic change was consistent for δ¹³C, with all species shifting towards greater enrichment; variable δ¹⁵N change (depletion and enrichment) was demonstrated (Fig. 4A). In contrast, macrophytes on spawning beaches all demonstrated a shift towards greater δ¹⁵N and δ¹³C enrichment, with the largest mean shifts (>4.0‰) observed in U. lactuca, M. pyrifera, and Fucus spp. (Fig. 4B). At spawn-free beaches, invertebrate species isotopic changes were similar, with species becoming slightly more (<1.0‰) depleted in δ¹³C and δ¹⁵N over time (Fig. 4C). Invertebrate isotopic change at spawning beaches was more variable, with isotopic changes occurring in all quadrants of isotopic space (Fig. 4D). The difference between mean angles for all species collected from spawning (n = 27) and spawn-free (n = 23) beaches was significant (Watson-Williams F-test; F₁,₄₈ = 10.44, p = 0.002).

![Fig. 4. Mean directional isotopic change (length and angle) of macrophytes at (A) control and (B) spawning sites, and invertebrates at (C) control and (D) spawning sites relative to mean pre-spawn isotopic values using δ¹³C (‰) and δ¹⁵N (‰). Arrows represent individual species or genera, averaged across multiple sites. Arrow length represents the magnitude of isotopic change (‰). The grey line represents the mean vector of change (μ), indicating the mean angle of the data displayed in individual plots.](image-url)
DISCUSSION

Involving a trophically broad, stable isotope-based examination of the influence of herring spawn in intertidal and nearshore subtidal ecosystems, our study builds on previous research that traced Pacific herring-derived lipids and stable isotopes of carbon and nitrogen into intertidal amphipods (Traskorches-tia spp.; Fox et al. 2014), evaluated consumption of amphipods and herring eggs by American black bears (Ursus americanus; Fox et al. 2015), and documented beach-adjacent denning by black bears (Fox et al. 2010). Using an explicit design, with spatial and temporal controls, our study found that the presence of herring spawn resulted in significantly elevated macrophyte and invertebrate temporal controls, our study found that the presence of herring spawn resulted in significantly elevated macrophyte and invertebrate δ15N, with most pronounced effects detected in macrophytes. In contrast, the overall trend for macrophyte and invertebrate δ13C on both control and spawning beaches was an increase in the post spawning period, with no significant influence of herring spawn detected. For macrophytes, total nitrogen was generally lower in the post spawning period and although variable across species, was higher overall for macrophytes growing on spawning beaches. Using directional statistics, mean angles of isotopic change differed significantly between species collected from beaches with and without herring spawning. Overall, our study contributes evidence that herring-derived nutrients enter nearshore and intertidal foodwebs at multiple trophic levels, including primary producers and invertebrate consumers. Coupled with existing knowledge of linkages with terrestrial (e.g. black bear, grey wolf, and songbird consumption of herring eggs; Fox 2013, Fox et al. 2015, traditional and local knowledge holders), intertidal (Fox et al. 2014), and marine predators and scavengers (Willson & Womble 2006), our research provides additional evidence regarding the broad, multi-trophic level ecological reach of spawning herring across coastal ecosystems. In the future, the evaluation of fatty acids (e.g. Fox et al. 2014) and potentially stable isotopes from targeted molecules (e.g. amino acids; Larsen et al. 2013) could provide additional opportunities to trace herring-derived nutrients through often isotopically variable (e.g. Foley & Koch 2010) coastal ecosystems.

The isotopic signatures of herring eggs provide insight into our findings that relate to the significant influence of herring spawn on δ15N values and the lack of influence on δ13C values of macrophytes and invertebrates. δ15N, which increases from producer to consumer, is used in many food web studies to estimate trophic level (DeNiro & Epstein 1981, Minagawa & Wada 1984); in studies of marine subsidies, however, δ15N is often used as a tracer, with elevated δ15N indicating marine contributions in receiving taxa (reviewed by Hobson 1999). In our study, herring egg δ15N was higher than that in all macrophyte and invertebrate species sampled, which supports our use of δ15N as an indicator of a herring spatial subsidy, and particularly so when coupled with evidence that δ13N did not otherwise differ significantly over time. Often used as an indicator of carbon source due to the conservation of isotopic values across trophic levels (Rounick & Winterbourn 1986, Peterson & Fry 1987), herring egg δ13C values overlapped with the δ13C values of the majority of species, with the exception of 4 species (Macrocystis pyrifera, Traskorches-tia spp., Nucella ostrina, and N. lamellosa). Further, often substantial shifts in δ13C values were detected in macrophytes and invertebrates at control and spawning beaches, with time having a significant overall effect. Due to this isotopic overlap between herring eggs and several receiving species, in addition to underlying natural dynamism, δ13C in this system does not appear to be a strong candidate for distinguishing herring spatial subsidies. However, our earlier research successfully used stable isotopes of carbon and nitrogen in conjunction with fatty acids to trace the contribution of herring resources to Traskorches-tia spp. (Fox et al. 2014), one of the species that did not isotopically overlap with herring egg δ13C values, indicating that δ13C may provide insight for certain taxa.

Complementary to the bi-plots and separate GLMM analyses of δ15N and δ13C, directional statistics allowed for a combined examination of species’ isotopic change (e.g. Schmidt et al. 2007) on beaches with and without spawning. Differences between macrophytes and invertebrates were more apparent in this analysis, with macrophytes on spawning beaches demonstrating often large isotopic shifts, whereas invertebrate isotopic change on spawning beaches was more variable. Both responses contrast with macrophyte and invertebrate isotopic change on control beaches, where relatively consistent and often more subtle directional shifts were detected. Mean angles of isotopic change were significantly different between spawning and spawn-free beaches, which further indicates community-level isotopic shifts linked to herring spawning events.

In addition to elevated δ15N, total nitrogen in macrophytes was significantly higher on spawning beaches. Although macroalgal productivity is largely controlled by light and nutrient availability (Fujita et al. 1989), in addition to other factors (e.g. water...
movement; Hepburn et al. 2007), the shift from low light winter conditions occurs in early spring, whereas nutrient limitation occurs sporadically in upwelling regions along the Pacific coast of North America (e.g. Fujita et al. 1989). While nutrient conditions were not known for the study sites in Quatsino Sound, study timing coincided with the onset of vigorous growth for the macrophytes and the development of often thick intertidal biofilm available to grazers (C.H. Fox pers. obs.). Nutrient limited or not, herring spawning events provide a pulse of nutrients to nearshore macrophytes, many of which are capable of storing nitrogen for extended periods (e.g. Macrocystis pyrifera; Zimmerman & Robertson 1985). Given the variable timing and locations of herring spawning events along the coasts of North America and Asia, spawning undoubtedly occurs under a range of conditions; the role and ecological influence of herring-derived nutrients on macrophytes is also anticipated to vary, including potential effects on primary production. As an example from an oligotrophic system, extensive beds of Saccharina spp. once grew along the west coast of Hokkaido, Japan, but no longer form due to nutrient limitations (Kuribayashi et al. 2017). Using δ15N from >100 yr old herbarium specimens, Kuribayashi et al. (2017) found evidence that spawning Pacific herring had potentially contributed significant amounts of nitrogen to Saccharina spp., with historical herring catches of ~600 000 t (1880−1920) representing 500−1000 times the size of catches in recent years.

Spawning herring provide a pulsed, often superabundant resource (e.g. Yang et al. 2008) to coastal ecosystems. While access to herring-derived nutrients for macrophytes and other primary producers is via dissolved inorganic nutrients released by microbial degradation processes and other mechanisms, detritivores, scavengers, and predators exploit valuable carbon- and nitrogen-rich biomolecules such as lipids and amino acids via consumption of herring and their eggs. Because herring eggs are a source of valuable essential fatty acids (EFAs) such as EPA and DHA (Huynh et al. 2007, Fox et al. 2014) and essential amino acids (Iwasaki & Harada 1985), these biomolecules are not only redistributed throughout nearshore marine food webs but intertidal and terrestrial food webs as well via predators, scavengers, and detritivores (e.g. Fox et al. 2014, 2015). With regard to EFA redistribution throughout marine food webs, such spawning events have been described as an ‘egg boon’ (Fuiman et al. 2015); in the case of spawning herring, the consequences of this pulsed resource extend beyond marine ecosystems.

As a pulsed resource, herring spawning events also come with a significant temporal lag. Increasing in length and mass, and sequestering valuable lipids (e.g. Hart et al. 1940, Huynh et al. 2007) in productive coastal waters during the previous summer and fall, herring fast or feed negligibly throughout the winter (Wailés 1936). With most Pacific herring spawning occurring from February to April in BC, this pulsed delivery of spawn resources consists of biomass, nutrients, and energy gained in seasonally productive coastal waters during the previous year. Arriving at a time when alternative resources are relatively low, this pulsed delivery offers delayed access to the products of primary production in a seasonally variable upwelling system via a forage fish. Elsewhere along the Pacific coast of North America, spawn timing varies, with spawning events generally beginning during winter in California and spreading north along the coast to finish in Alaska in summer, a pattern that correlates with sea surface temperatures that vary by latitude and time of year (Hay 1985). In considering the potential influence of spawn timing, evidence also suggests that herring abundance at least partially mediates the duration of spawn resource availability to coastal ecosystems. Although Pacific herring spawning events may occur once per year in a given area, herring are also known to spawn in waves, with between-spawn periods lasting up to 26 d (Salish Sea; Ware & Tanasichuk 1989). Further, spawning is thought to be more drawn out in years with larger Pacific herring populations (Ware & Tanasichuk 1989). Given that eggs from single spawning events in Quatsino sound persisted in intertidal and supratidal zones for at least 5 wk (Fox 2013), evidence of greater deep-time herring abundances and distributional consistency (e.g. McKeechnie et al. 2014) suggests that spawning events provided a wide range of coastal taxa, from primary producers to mammalian and avian predators, more prolonged and more widely distributed access to spawn resources in the past.

Waves of spawning activity still occur, at least in some locations (e.g. eastern Vancouver Island; C.H. Fox pers. obs.). Although some populations in BC are considered relatively healthy in terms of benchmarks set during the mid-20th century (e.g. ‘aggregate Strait of Georgia stock’), longstanding low biomass and closed commercial fisheries characterize large regions of BC (Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2016). Unfortunately, these population declines and recovery failures are not limited to BC (e.g. Hay et al. 2001, Landis et al. 2004). Further, just as the reasons for these declines and recovery failures remain very
poorly understood from scientific perspectives (e.g. Schweigert et al. 2010), the ecological consequences of reduced herring abundances, and in turn, the diminished delivery of spawning resources to coastal ecosystems, are poorly known. Despite the paucity of empirical evidence regarding ecological consequences, herring are a cornerstone species in coastal ecosystems along the Pacific coast of North America (Willson et al. 1998); herring population declines and recovery failures should be presumed to influence reliant primary producers and consumers of herring resources within linked marine, intertidal, and terrestrial ecosystems, including species of conservation concern.

Subject to often intense exploitation over the past 2 centuries (Hay et al. 2001, Beamish et al. 2004), herring populations and their distributions are unsurprisingly changed in comparison with past states (e.g. McKechnie et al. 2014). Subject to discretionary decision-making that may or may not adhere to management recommendations (e.g. Mandamin 2014, Manson 2015), federal fisheries management approaches regarding Pacific herring in BC are overdue for improvement. Following federal fisheries management conflict with several First Nations (e.g. Mandamin 2014, Manson 2015, Fox et al. 2016), a signaled shift towards co-management and development of a national Sustainable Fisheries Framework (Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2016) represents a rare opportunity for change. However, it remains to be demonstrated how and if broader socioecological perspectives on forage fish, coastal ecosystem considerations (including nearshore, intertidal, and terrestrial ecosystems), and local and Indigenous knowledge will be meaningfully incorporated.

The ecosystems along the Pacific coast of North America receive a diversity of pulsed and persistent spatial subsidies. Greatly informed by research into salmon-driven spatial subsidies, herring spatial subsidy research shares an unfortunate commonality; herring and salmon populations have both experienced significant population declines, distributional contractions, and/or recovery failures, with resultant diminished ecological consequences for the spatial subsidies they provide. Although biased by the shifting baseline syndrome (Pauly 1995), our study nonetheless provides further evidence of the broad ecological influence of Pacific herring on nearshore and intertidal ecosystems, and identifies multiple macrophyte and invertebrate species as receivers of herring-derived nutrients at spawning events. As a spatial subsidy, herring-derived resources appear to enter the food web at multiple trophic levels ranging from primary producers through to upper trophic level mammalian and avian predators. Combined with existing knowledge, evidence suggests that the delivery of herring spawning resources has declined both spatially and temporally, yet many, if not most, of the ecological consequences of these connections and the ramifications of their loss remain to be explored.
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